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Import PST file into a new PST file, split into multiple small PST files and merged with the original PST file. The Split PST Pro function allows you to split the original PST file into multiple smaller PST files, and merge them back into the original PST file. This function is designed for users who have to frequently split a large PST file
into smaller PST files, and merge the split PST files into the original PST file. This function can help you speed up your Outlook. This software function will split large files into multiple small files. So that you can use small files on your computer. It is a small program which can split many files at one time. Key features: - Split large files
into small ones - Merge small files back into large files - Preserve the integrity of the files - Split PST files by size, folder and year - Merge contacts into the latest split file or into the original PST file - Merge contacts ignoring contacts with duplicate records - Merges contacts - Send merge emails - Store merged PSTs, Merged PSTs, and

Merged files - Create merged PSTs, Merged PSTs, and Merged files - Convert merged files to merged PSTs - Convert merged PSTs to merged files - Split by size, folder, and year - Automatically split PST files based on file size, folders, and years. - Split PSTs to multiple PSTs by date and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs
to multiple PSTs by size and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs to multiple PSTs by size and folder and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs by size and folder and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs by size and year and merge them back to a new PST file. - Merge Outlook messages and merge

with the original file. - Split PSTs to multiple PSTs by size, folder and year and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs to multiple PSTs by size and folder and merge them back to a new PST file. - Split PSTs by size and year and merge them back to a new PST file. Related Software Download Easy Backup Essentials 3.60 Easy
Backup Essentials allows you to backup and restore your entire hard disk in a matter of minutes. The program can work on any Windows based PC running

Split PST Pro Free Download 2022

New features in the version 1.5.7.0: New XML protocol support! Fixed a crashing bug. Fixed problems when loading a big file with big size. Fixed minor bugs. Split your PST files with Split PST Pro Free Download. Split PST Pro is a simple and efficient solution to split PST files into smaller ones. The PST Splitter can process all types
of Outlook PST files and split the main folder into smaller subfolders. Split PST Pro is an excellent tool to keep your e-mails organized, and to be able to open them any time, which is very helpful for Outlook users. It is one of the best tools to clean up or split a huge PST file in less than a minute. You can split a PST file according to

size, sender/recipient/subject/date etc. It works in every version of MS Outlook. You can also split contacts, subfolders, groups, attachments, journals and items. Split PST Pro is developed to work with Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010 and Outlook 2013. It also supports other versions of Outlook. You can use this tool to split the following
types of items of your PST file. The Outlook PST Splitter is a tool that can split large Outlook PST files into small ones. It can split a file by splitting it into multiple files, as per user preference, and based on certain criteria. Splitting a PST file is the first step towards organizing it. It is a necessary part of organizing Outlook and managing

Outlook data and can be done with Split PST Pro. Split PST Pro is a powerful tool to split Outlook.pst files into smaller files. It supports splitting of various items of a.pst file into subfolders. Split PST Pro can split the Outlook PST file into separate files as per user specified criteria. Are you having a huge Outlook PST file? Are you
trying to keep the size of your Outlook PST files to minimum? Do you need to split a huge Outlook PST file into smaller chunks? The answer is yes! Are you aware of Split PST Pro, a powerful tool for splitting large Outlook.pst files into small ones? Split PST Pro can split a PST file into multiple smaller PST files as per user specified

criteria. The utility can split a file into multiple smaller chunks of different sizes. You can also split the outlook mail boxes into smaller sub folders. The tool can be used to split a large Outlook.pst 1d6a3396d6
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Split PST Pro Free PC/Windows

SplitPST is a free tool that can split a PST file into multiple, smaller PSTs according to size or year and then save them into new separate folders. Unsupported PST files can be selected, or you can use a specific file extension filter to select your own type of files. The program can analyze multiple PST files and create several PSTs based
on their content, so you can be sure that you will get the files you desire. This is one of the best tools to split PST files. It can split even large PST files into smaller files. You can split PST files into multiple smaller PST files that can be restored later. Split PST File into 2 or 3 PST files according to size, year, or extension. Each PST file
can be saved into separate folder. Split PST File into 2 or 3 PST files according to size, year, or extension. Each PST file can be saved into separate folder. Features: Split PST file into multiple PSTs with one click. Copy/Move files and folders from one file to another PST file. Convert the PST files into backup files, such as vbs, exe, bat,
batc, exe Merge the PSTs back to a single file if they are split. Automatic PST Size Reduction and Compression. Multiple languages supported. Split PST pro-16.0.4.2 SplitPST is a free tool that can split a PST file into multiple, smaller PSTs according to size or year and then save them into new separate folders. Unsupported PST files
can be selected, or you can use a specific file extension filter to select your own type of files. The program can analyze multiple PST files and create several PSTs based on their content, so you can be sure that you will get the files you desire. This is one of the best tools to split PST files. It can split even large PST files into smaller files.
You can split PST files into multiple smaller PST files that can be restored later. Split PST File into 2 or 3 PST files according to size, year, or extension. Each PST file can be saved into separate folder. Split PST File into 2 or 3 PST files according to size, year, or extension. Each PST file can be saved into separate folder. Features: Split
PST file into multiple PSTs with one click. Copy/Move files and folders from one file to another PST file. Convert the PST

What's New In Split PST Pro?

* Multi-level PST file splitter. * Split PST files by size. * Split PST files by date. * Split PST files by name. * Split PST files by folder. * Split PST files by contact. * Merge contacts to one file. * Incompatible with Office 2003 and 2010, requires Office 2007 and above. * Trial version available. * No technical support. * Can not restore
compressed files. * The program requires about 1 GB of disk space. By downloading, you agree that we are not responsible for anything that happens to your downloads. No Spam, Adverts or Pop-ups, 100% Virus & Malware Free #1 Best Free PC Cleaner Tool on the market - March 2015 (#1 Free PC Optimizer) PC Cleaner is an all-in-
one solution that will improve your PC's performance. This comprehensive suite of PC maintenance tools will speed up your PC, clean your registry and protect your PC from threats. PC Cleaner is designed to remove unneeded files and bad registry entries. PC Cleaner scans your PC to find all the software that you no longer need and
either removes it completely or enables you to disable it. Based on real-time scans, PC Cleaner removes the junk files that slow down your PC and get in your way. PC Cleaner also detects harmful virus, adware, trojans, and worms, and removes them from your PC. With an optional scanning component that helps you prevent unwanted
software from being installed, PC Cleaner helps protect your PC from viruses. PC Cleaner will protect your PC by keeping it up-to-date. PC Cleaner will inform you when updates are available for your software. PC Cleaner works in the background and will not slow down your computer. PC Cleaner will never corrupt or damage any
important files or folders.The goal of this project is to develop a technology that can be used to diagnose, noninvasively, or very early on, and treat, carcinomas of the cervix and endometrium, the two major gynecologic malignancies. Both these cancers are characterized by several cellular and biochemical phenotypes that are associated
with their malignant potential. A number of recent studies have shown that the malignant potential of these tumors is in part linked to the metabolism of glucose. Specifically, increased lactate production from glycolysis is a characteristic of cells from some carcinomas. The measurement of lactate by microdialysis can be used to quantify
tumor cell activity. We have developed a reliable microdialysis method for lactate measurement, and demonstrated the efficacy of this approach for predicting tumor recurrence after surgery in cervix cancer. The goals of this project are two-fold: 1. To extend the applicability of this technique to patients with cerv
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System Requirements For Split PST Pro:

Minimum System Requirements: • Operating System: 64-bit Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: AMD FX-8350 or Intel Core i3-3220 Memory: 8 GB RAM DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound card Hard Disk Space: 50 GB available space Video Card: 1024 MB DirectX 11
with Sh
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